Some properties of the one-to-onc mapping A -A(\ -A*A)~] 2 of the pure contractions onto the closed and densely-defined operators arc proved, in particular that it commutes with adjunction and preserves normality.
The purpose of the present report is to indicate some further properties of Y, and to establish some connections between unbounded symmetric operators and certain hyponormal contractions, leading to a reduction of the problem of finding selfadjoint extensions of symmetric operators to a corresponding problem involving only bounded operators.
From this point on, A denotes a pure contraction, B and Bt the associated defect operators (1 -A*A)]/2 and (1 -AA*)l/2, respectively, and C the closed and densely-defined operator Y(A) = AB'K (Note that Y(A*) = A*B^.) We take for granted the following relations proved in [2] : ran B = domC, C* = B'{A*, B =
(1 + C*Cy]/2, and (thus) C*C = B1 -1. Note also that since A is a pure contraction, B and B* are one-to-one. Theorem 1. The operator C has an everywhere-defined and bounded inverse if and only if the operator A is invertible.
Proof. Since B is one-to-one and ran A -ran C, A is invertible if and only if C is one-to-one with range H. By the closed graph theorem, this is equivalent to C having a bounded inverse with domain H. Conversely, C quasinormal implies CB = BC and therefore AB -CB2 = B(CB) = BA. from which it follows at once that A is quasinormal. With the usual identification of the complex numbers as scalar multiplications on H, r~' is seen to be an extension of the radial compression zz(\ + | ; |2)~'/2 of the complex plane onto the unit circular disc. As we proved in [2] , the "extended compression" Y~] throws the bounded operators on H onto the interior of the unit ball in the algebra of all bounded operators on H, whereas each unbounded closed and densely-defined operator is mapped to its boundary. Except for the factor fl, the unit circle in the plane is left invariant under Y~]. The following result characterizes the invariants of /2 r-1: This confirms that the restriction of C to ran C* is an isometry, which implies that C is a partial isometry.
Theorem 4. C is symmetric if and only if A*B is self adjoint, in which case A is hyponormal.
Proof. Let ( ■, ■ > denote the inner product in H. Then C is symmetric if and only if, for all (x, y) in H X H, (CBx, By)= (Bx, CBy); since A = CB, this is equivalent to (x, A*By)-(A*Bx, y), which is simply the selfadjoint condition on A*B. Thus C is symmetric only in case A*B is selfadjoint. Now suppose that this is indeed the case: for all x in ran B ( = dorn C), ll^'xll2 = ||(1 + CC*)1/2x||2 = llxll2 + ||C*x||2 = Ilx||2+ [|Cx||2= \\B-lx\\2.
This establishes that B~]B is an isometry on H and therefore B~lB2B^ E (B^B)(B~]B)* < 1, so that B2 < £2. Hence AA* = 1 -B\ < 1 -B2 = A*A, which is to say that A is hyponormal.
As a further example of applying facts about Y to questions concerning unbounded operators, there is the following: For the remainder of this report, we focus on the relationship between C and AB* when C is symmetric. Note that in this case if AB* is selfadjoint then by Theorem 4, C* is symmetric, so that C is selfadjoint. We will show that the search for selfadjoint extensions of C is reducible to the finding of maximal linear subspaces M oí H on which the bounded operator AB* is symmetric, in the sense that for all x and y in M, (AB*x, v>= (x, AB*y). We start with a technical lemma. Suppose now that T is the symmetric extension C* \B {M) of C and consider: M is closed if and only if B*(M) is closed with respect to the norm ||B;' • II on ran B*. Since for all x in domC* = ran B*, the norm in H X H of the member (x, C*x) of C* is given by ||fl;'x|| = 11(1 + CC*)l/2x|| = (llxll2 + ||C*x||2)'/2, we conclude that M is closed if and only if T is closed, and the proof is complete.
Remark. Since the equations T-C*\B {M) define an inclusion-preserving mapping from the symmetric extensions T of C onto certain subspaces M of H, one might inquire as to whether there is available a natural adjunction for such subspaces M. This is indeed the case. Corollary. The extension T is selfadjoint if and only if M -M*, i.e., M is a maximal subspace of H on which AB* is symmetric.
